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DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES 
North Region 

395 Church St, Newington 
  

BATHROOM RENOVATIONS 
Project DDS-2007 

Questions and Clarifications and Addendums 
Questions: 
 

1. There appears to be no room for the linen cabinet? That is correct 
and this item is therefore removed from the specifi cation.  
 

2. The shower receptor and solid surface wall panels specified come in 
two grades, a solid grade and a class B grade; the specifications state 
that colors will be selected by the architect from the manufactures 
pattern and color finish selection and surfaces shall have a stain finish 
(receptor) or a matte, semi-gloss or high-gloss finish (walls). Both 
grades have these finishes available along with multiple colors. The 
solid grade is a solid color and the class B grade has a pattern/print 
incorporated into the solid surface. 

Please clarify which grade is required because there is a substantial price 
difference between the two.  
Answer: Solid Grade and High Gloss for walls 
 

3. Within the general scope of work (page 36), the floor plan (page 46) 
and the Carpentry Floor Plan (page 51) a ¼” Inpro Prism Solid surface 
rigid wall system is shown; within the Prism Solid surface rigid wall 
system product specifications (page 47, 2.02) it calls to provide wall 
cladding/wainscoting from ½” panels. 

Please clarify if wall panels in shower area and up to 4’ around 
entire room are ¼”  or ½” panels. 

Answer: ¼” 
 

4. Within the plumbing product data supplied in the bid package (page 
54) it calls for a Kohler drop in sink. There is no specification for the 
countertop to go on top of the 36” vanity cabinet and for this specified 
sink to drop into. 

5. Please furnish a specification for the countertop and its type (laminate , 
solid surface, etc.). 

Answer:  laminate 
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6. Section 3.03 A. states to provide blocking to accommodate towel grab bars as 

specified in the shower walls; plans and specifications don’t call for or show 
any grab bars within the shower area but the shower receptor is a custom 
ADA Shower Receptor. 

Please clarify if grab bars or towel bars are required in shower and also if an ADA 
shower seat is required within the shower. If any of these are required please furnish 
sizes, manufactures, heights and configuration.  
 
Answer: Shower Grab Bars-Yes, 1 ¼” Stainless Steel (as below) 
     Shower Seat-NO      

    Towel Bars-Yes (as Below)  
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Clarifications and addendums: 
 

1. The specified toilet is hereby changed to a Kohler K-3519 (Spec 
sheet attached) toilet with pressure assist 

 

 
 


